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GENERAL DESCRIPTION

===============

The Subscriber Kiosk Timed Sale Vendor (SKTSV) is a combination of a Remote Kiosk and a single item

vendor. It can be used as a vendor with or without a Subscriber Kiosk. It is available in both transferable

and non-transferable versions. It allows numerous configuration options, including presetting sale

start/end times or repeating day of the week sales. The package includes several one and two prim

vendors. You can also put the scripts in vendor objects of your own design. It is ideal for use with your

sales group.

Setup instructions differ somewhat between non-transferable and transferable vendors. The first setup

section below is for non-transferable vendors. The section that follows it is for transferable vendors.

VENDOR SETUP [Non-Transferable Vendors]

=============================

1. Rez the delivery box, touch it and copy the contents to inventory. If you are reading this notecard,

your probably already did this step.

2. Rez one of the SK Timed Sale Vendor objects from the delivery box. The number of prims is shown in

parentheses after the object name. Rename the vendor to suit your application.

3. Drag/drop the following scripts, one at a time, in this order, into the vendor:

![SKTSV] EMSender

![SKTSV] Config

![SKTSV] Main (NT)

4. Open the ![SKTSV] Config script in the edit window. This script has mod/copy permissions and

contains all the owner editable configuration parameters. Read the comments and caution notes

carefully and edit the parameter values to customize the vendor to fit your application. A summary of

the editable configuration parameters is listed at the end of this notecard. More detailed information is

included in the comment lines (lines starting with //) in the actual editable script.

NOTE: A config script is used instead of the more typical config notecard in order to provide instant

parameter loading and make the configuration you set up unchangeable by people you transfer the

vendor to.
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5. When you are done editing the ![SKTSV] Config script, select "Save" at the lower right of the script

editing window. Make sure no error messages appear at the lower left. If you get an error message, the

editor will have placed the cursor on (or near) the offending line. The most likely errors would be

omission of a quote mark before/after a parameter, a missing comma after the parameter, or entering a

comment without prefixing it with //.

6. The vendor should chat either a successful startup message or an error message. If a startup error

occurs, the vendor will chat the type of error and will go to a "FAULTED" state (red hover text). You must

correct the error, then touch the vendor to restart it. Do not attempt to restart the vendor by resetting

scripts directly.

7. Place the item for sale into the vendor. You may optionally also place one or more information

notecards into the vendor. The first character of an information notecard must be an asterisk (*). If an

information notecard is detected in the vendor, the user will see a "Get Info" button in the dialog boxes.

8. Make sure you have specified the UUIDs for the textures you want applied during during operation.

These can be specified via the Config script. Textures you apply manually will be replaced by those

specified in the Config script.

9 At this point, the vendor is ready to use. You should take a copy of the configured vendor into

inventory as a backup.

SETUP [Transferable Vendors]

====================

1. Rez the delivery box, touch it and copy the contents to inventory. If you are reading this notecard,

your probably already did this step.

2. Rez one of the SK Timed Sale Vendor objects from the delivery box. The number of prims is shown in

parentheses after the object name. Rename the vendor to suit your application.

3. While the scripts are still in inventory, change the next owner permissions of the following scripts to

no-mod, copy, no-transfer OR no-mod, no-copy, transfer.

![SKTSV] EMSender

![SKTSV] Config

![SKTSV] Main (T)

4. Drag/drop the following scripts, one at a time, in this order, into the vendor:

![SKTSV] VendorUnlock

![SKTSV] EMSender

![SKTSV] Config

![SKTSV] Main (T)
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CAUTION: If the next owner permissions were set incorrectly in step 3 above, the scripts will be

automatically deleted from the vendor.

5. Open the ![SKTSV] Config script in the edit window. This script has mod/copy permissions and

contains all the owner editable configuration parameters. Read the comments and caution notes

carefully and edit the parameter values to customize the vendor to fit your application. A summary of

the editable configuration parameters is listed at the end of this notecard. More detailed information is

included in the comment lines (lines starting with //) in the actual editable script.

6. When you are done editing the ![SKTSV] Config script, select "Save" at the lower right of the script

editing window. Make sure no error messages appear at the lower left. If you get an error message, the

editor will have placed the cursor on (or near) the offending line. The most likely errors would be

omission of a quote mark before/after a parameter, a missing comma after the parameter, or entering a

comment without prefixing it with //.

7. The vendor should chat either a successful startup message or an error message. If a startup error

occurs, the vendor will chat the type of error and will go to a "FAULTED" state (red hover text). You must

correct the error, then touch the vendor to restart it. Do not attempt to restart the vendor by resetting

scripts directly.

8. Make sure you have specified the UUIDs for the textures you want applied during operation. These

can be specified via the Config script. Textures you apply manually will be replaced by those specified in

the Config script or the SETUP notecard (see stop 9 below).

9. If you plan to transfer the configured vendor to someone, and you want them to be able to set the

four price parameters and two texture parameters, include the ![SKTSV] SETUP notecard in the vendor.

In order to enable reading of the parameters from the SETUP notecard, you must set the corresponding

parameters to blanks ("",) in the ![SKTSV] Config script. Any other values will override those on the

SETUP notecard. This enables you to control which of the parameters the vendor owner is allowed to

set.

10. At this point the vendor is almost ready to transfer. However it is strongly recommended you

drag/drop a test item for sale into the vendor and make sure the parameters you have set in the Config

script (and optionally the SETUP notecard) are behaving as you intended. It is always embarrassing to

have to recall a transferred vendor because something was set up wrong. This would also be a good

time to take a copy of the configured vendor into inventory as a backup.

11. If you want to transfer the vendor, delete the ![SKTSV] VendorUnlock script (it is non-transferable),

then take the vendor into inventory.

WARNING: Do NOT rez the vendor again after removing the above script. If you do, an improper

permissions error will occur and the scripts will be deleted.
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12. When the recipient of the transferred vendor receives and rezzes it, he should perform steps 7-9 of

the Non-transferable vendor setup above. If you have included the SETUP notecard (see step 9 above),

the recipient can optionally edit it to specify the permitted pricing and texture parameters. Remember,

you must set the corresponding parameters to "", in the Config script in order to permit those

parameters to be read from the SETUP notecard as edited by the vendor owner.

13. If you don't want to transfer the vendor, don't delete the ![SKTSV] VendorUnlock script. Perform

steps 7-9 of the Non-transferable vendor setup above. If you are not transferring the vendor, there is no

need to include the SETUP notecard, since all of those parameters are also editable in the Config script.

CONFIGURATION PARAMETERS

===================

A summary of the editable configuration parameters in the Config script is listed below. More detailed

information is included in the comment lines (lines starting with //) in the actual editable script.

CAUTION: All dates and times are in UTC, NOT SLT. UTC = SLT+8 when SLT is on standard time (PST) and

SLT+7 when on daylight savings time (PDT).

NOTE: Parameters below marked with an asterisk (*) are also on the ![SKTSV] SETUP script that is

editable by the recipient of a transferred vendor. In order to enable reading of parameters from the

SETUP notecard, you must set the corresponding parameters to blanks ("",) in the ![SKTSV] Config script.

Any other values will override those on the SETUP notecard. This enables you to control which of the

parameters the vendor owner is allowed to set.

SALE START AND END PARAMETERS

----------------------------------------

Sale_Start_Date: (YYYY-MM-DD)

Sale_Start_Day: (Friday, Saturday, etc.)

Sale_Start_Time: (HH:MM)

Sale_End_Date: (YYYY-MM-DD)

Sale_End_Day: (Friday, Saturday, etc.)

Sale_End_Time: (HH:MM)

Closed_Except_During_Sale: (YES/NO) [see Closed Texture below]

PRICE PARAMETERS

----------------------------------------

*Regular_Price: (L$) [price of item during non-sale periods if vendor not closed]

*Sale_Price: (L$) [price of item during sale period]

*Pay_Split_To: (UUID)

*Split_Percent: (%)

Email_Transaction_Reports: (Email address)
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VENDOR SELF-DELETE PARAMETERS

-----------------------------------------

Self_Delete_Date: (YYYY_MM_DD)

Self_Delete_Time: (HH:MM)

Self_Delete_After: (hours)

VENDOR TEXTURE PARAMETERS

-----------------------------------------

Closed_Texture: (UUID) [applied when vendor is closed to purchases]

*Non-Sale_Texture: (UUID) [applied when vendor is open during non-sale periods]

*Sale_Texture: (UUID) [applied during a sale]

Texture_Faces: (list of face numbers to apply textures)

VENDOR HOVER TEXT PARAMETERS

-----------------------------------------

Sale_Hover_Text: (text) [shown when sale is in progress]

Sale_Hover_Text: Color <R,G,B>

NOTE: Hover text also includes sale time remaining

VENDOR DIALOG BOX PARAMETERS

-----------------------------------------

Buy_Dialog: (text) [shown in 'Buy' dialog box]

Next_Sale_Dialog: (text) [additional text shown during non-sale periods]

NOTE: If Next_Sale_Dialog is specified, the start date/day and time of the next sale is added

automatically.

SUBSCRIBER KIOSK PARAMETERS

-------------------------------------

Subscribe_Dialog: [text shown in offer to subscribe dialog box]

Kiosk_Code: [code chatted when KioskCode script dropped into a Master Kiosk, that associates the

vendor with that kiosk]

Subscribe_Buyers_Only: (YES/NO) [Only offer option to subscribe to people who buy the item for sale

from the vendor]

LICENSE RIGHTS

-----------------------------------------------

Non-exclusive, restricted license rights are granted ONLY to buyers of Fred Allandale's Subscriber Kiosk

Timed Sale Vendor (SKTSV) Kit. For transferable versions, buyer may transfer transferable scripts to

others ONLY when incorporated in a vendor object and ONLY if the next owner permissions are set as

described in the instructions above prior to transferring. Source code for the ![SKTSV] Config script shall

NOT be disclosed or transferred in any form whatsoever.
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DISCLAIMER

--------------------------------

THIS PRODUCT IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT

OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE PRODUCT OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE PRODUCT.


